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Listing of Problems and Needs 
 
 

 1. ECONOMIC & DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT/JOBS/TOURISM 

 2. POLITICAL/GOVERNMENTAL 

 3. HEALTH CARE DEVELOPMENTS 

 4. EDUCATION 

 5. CRIME PREVENTION & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

 6. ELDERLY/HANDICAPPED/MINORITY GROUPS/RACISM 

 7. ENVIRONMENT 

 8. YOUTH 

 9.  SUBSTANCE ABUSE 

10.  OTHER 
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TYPICAL AND ILLUSTRATIVE PROGRAMS IN RESPONSE TO 
ISSUES AND PROGRAMS 

 
Local 

 
Since  November 28, 1999, KXLT Television, Inc. licensee of KXLT, has broadcast the following programming 
in response to the issues and programs need for this quarter. 

 
 

**** FOX 47 News @ 9  
Locally produced   
 

      News @ 9       M-F, Sun  9p-9:30p 
       
 

Latest information and periodic in-depth background stories, which air during the news.  All appear in 
9:00 pm news unless otherwise noted, with possible rebroadcast, in original or re-edited form, in 
subsequent reports. 

 

1. Economic & Downtown Development/Jobs/Tourism 
 
10-29 Despite some recent controversy, the Rochester City Council has awarded the Adolfson and Peterson company 

the 24-million dollar contract to build the new Minnesota bio business center project.  
10-26 City council says too many developers seem to want to break ground in downtown Rochester, compared to what 

the city can afford.  Three developers want to build up the downtown area and make it a destination for retail, 
housing and offices.   

10-23 Businesses struggling to get back on their feet in Rushford have reason to celebrate.  Last night, the city council 
approved a new flood relief package that benefits businesses better than before. 

11-27 their money has been pouring into Rochester for years and lately it's had some big consequences at home. 
But a year after Stewartville lost its only grocery store there are signs shoppers may finally be willing to spend at 
home and turn their back on the med city. 

11-20 In a report by the group Minnesota 20-20, Spending more of your holiday budget on Minnesota-made goods can 
be a big boost to Minnesota's economy.  The report points out that..43 cents of every dollar spent at a national 
chain will stay in state.   But if you buy from a local business more than 68 cents on a dollar stays at home. 

 They say you can find hundreds of items: from wines, to shoes right here in Minnesota 
11-19 It's a project that could put the wheels in motion to changing the whole North face of downtown Rochester. 

But it won't happen without some major dollars from the city and putting a few business owners out on the curb. 
12-31 Last week, the Kahler Grand Hotel began the fourth phase of its expansion project where high-end suites are 

almost doubling in size to better accommodate guests.  The suites, otherwise known as the International, will be 
adorned with marble floors and walnut woodwork throughout. And the cost to stay in one of these rooms? 
between 400 and 3-thousand dollars. 

12-21 If the speed limit sign says 30 miles per hour how can you go 40 and not have to pay for it?  Well, some drivers 
are finding a loophole and are getting out of speeding tickets. Its a problem the city says is a dangerous situation 
especially with young kids potentially nearby... 
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12-18 Olmsted County has some serious problems with an environmental review completed by Pine Island.  The review 
is supposed to address the impact of Tower Investment's proposed 13 hundred acre Elk Run development. The 
practical city within a city is a big undertaking and the county planning departments says so far no one is looking 
at the impact it would have on local township and county roads and who would pay for any improvements needed. 

12-16 They're as much a part of highways as the pavement itself,  we're talking about billboards. But now one local city 
is trying to clear the skyline making building the giant signs illegal. 

 

2. Political/Governmental 
 

10-23 He's here to attack one of the nation's biggest problems. The forty-second president of the united states was in 
Rochester this afternoon. With a message to the rest of the country "take note" of what's happening at mayo clinic 
when it comes to living a healthier life.   

10-10 After a request by Congressman Tim Walz to the Army's second in command, General Richard Cody, Walz says 
the army is sending a convoy to re-evaluate the education money cut from the paychecks of so many.  
The money was never issued because members of the Red Bull Brigade were deployed for 729 days, one day 
short of the Army's requirement for full education benefits. 

10-9 A new report shows that some state legislators actually get more money in per diem and other compensation than 
they do in actual salary.  According to the St. Cloud Times, 18 state senators and representatives got more in per 
diem, mileage, lodging, travel and other reimbursement in nine months than what is provided in a whole year's 
salary.  Earlier this year lawmakers voted to increase the out of pocket reimbursement level and most defend the 
move saying it is necessary to represent their constituents. 

11-2 13-million dollar facelift and city officials are ready to let someone else pay for it.  The city wants to raise the 
hotel/motel tax from five to seven percent, or about one dollar for every 50 dollars spent.  It doesn't seem like 
much but when that total is spread out between the 14 hotels/motels and Bed and Breakfasts in Clear lake.  it is a 
pretty penny. 

12-31 With the caucus less than a week away its really getting down to the wire in Iowa, and Hillary Clinton is making 
sure she's staying on top of her game. 

12-25 As temperatures have fallen; the rhetoric on both sides of the political fence has heated up. Democrats Barack 
Obama and Hillary Clinton trading jabs while Republicans Mitt Romney and Mike Huckabee are doing the same.   
It probably has a lot to do with how close the polls in Iowa are right now.   But Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty 
says both sides would do well to tone it down and keep it civil. 

12-23 It's a time for giving, but one Elgin woman might have to "give away" one of her best friends because of an age-
old city ordinance.  Chris Hrapsky has the story of a woman who may soon decide between the dogs and the law. 

12-19 A major step is made today, moving away from foreign oil and moving forward with fuel from the farm.  President 
Bush has signed a new energy bill and it has farmers smiling by the bushel. 

12-18 Two weeks from Thursday, Iowa makes its first-in-the-nation choice for the next President of the United States.  A 
big thing even in a relatively small city like Mason City. 

12-17 Supporters of Ron Paul say their effort is proof of the grass roots support that the Republican is receiving.  The 
record fund drive comes despite the fact that Paul is far behind in all the polls a fact that is not lost on one of his 
Rochester supporters. 

12-4 It's a tale of two sides, both trying to make ends meet without saying those dangerous words "higher taxes". But 
the fact is that taxes are going up and stuck in the middle of this blame game is you, the taxpayer. 

12-3 The good news for those living in Rochester is that while property taxes are going up, the increase is the smallest 
it's been in years.  City council members have set the budget at just under 40-million dollars compared to last 
years 37 and a half million.  Thanks to a lot of new growth the average homeowner will only see an increase of 
about 1-percent. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

3. Health Care Developments 
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10-26 One of the most vexing challenges in treating Alzheimer’s is early detection. Researchers say they have found a 

way to do it, and that could help millions of people start early treatment.   
10-23 The F-D-A's new guidelines for kids 2 and under could easily spark a complete overhaul of the children's 

medicine aisle.  It's having parents wonder, what's left to calm the common cold? 
10-11 Dentists say more people than ever don't have dental insurance.  Causing a record number of untreated cavities 

and tooth decay. 
10-10 Right now 47 million Americans are uninsured, that's about 16 percent of the population.  While, Coleman says 

the answer isn't to put that responsibility completely in the hands of the government. He says now is the time to 
begin tax reform to make health insurance affordable. The senator says, the present system is broken and 
taxpayers are actually losing money by not reforming health care policy. 

10-4 it's no secret that a snoring spouse could be the reason why you didn't get any shut-eye last night maybe you've 
moved to the couch or have simply stopped sleeping in the same bed 

11-5 Each year, around 100-thousand Americans die from chronic kidney failure, and the National Kidney Foundation 
says more the 20-million Americans have chronic kidney disease and don't even know it. 

12-11 Just in, at Olmsted Medical Center is a new non-surgical facelift procedure called a  "liquid lift." 
The process is done by injecting different fillers along with botox, to give your face a smooth and naturally 
younger look.   This woman had the procedure done last summer, and she says it was completely painless.  
OMC's Dr. Babovic (Bob-O-vich) says after a consultation, a client can get a jaw line straightened, a cheekbone 
plumped up, or advance just about any facial feature, without a nip or a tuck. 

 

4. Education 
 

10-30 The people who run schools in Mason City say they're angry tonight over a study that labels the high school--as a 
dropout factory.  In fact, Mason City High is the only school in the region stuck with that label by Johns Hopkins 
University.   

10-29 When you think science periodic tables and Petri dishes likely come to mind. But hip-hop?  You heard right!  
Rochester Middle schoolers were treated to a performance by F-M-A Live this morning at Century High School. 

10-29 It's a problem schools across the state are facing, Minnesota schools are turning to the Rochester District for 
answers that could solve their shrinking staffs. 

10-12 It's a problem hitting schools across the country, and Rochester School District is no different, when it comes to 
shocking disparities in the number of suspensions and expulsions of minority students. 

10-1 A first-of-its-kind school in Rochester will be easier on taxpayer's purse-strings.  Building a "green" elementary 
school is a move that's been in the plans ever since Riverside Central Elementary was built 6 years ago. 

 That school is the most expensive in the district to run annually 
11-20 That's a piece From the "Drumming Up Success Group" at Friedell Middle school.  With a special grant from the 

Rochester public school foundation, music coordinator Carie Kouba (Koo-ba) was able to purchase these conga 
and jembe drums along with the plastic and aluminum garbage cans for the kids to play with. These 30 students 
take time out of their lunch hour to practice the drum patterns 

11-19 It has stood as a symbol for higher private education for generations. But now generations of its graduates are 
sharing their unhappiness with a decision to move Lourdes High School out of downtown Rochester to a new 
northwest location.  The point of it all?  To address a student body growing to large for its current facility.  

11-14 Grand Meadow's school referendum failed and the school board has to cut a minimum of 400-thousand dollars 
from the 2008-2009 budget. This means fewer classes and teachers.  But the school is looking at the positives, 
and says the classes they offer will prepare students for a bright future.  Tomorrow, the school could also be 
getting a technology grant to further education. 

12-10 It was long awaited after several plans for the school fell through.  A long debate over where the A-L-C should be 
located. Some community members were concerned the alternate school would be too close to Jefferson 
Elementary. Now four years after the Winona School board began looking for a building site the ALC is open for 
classes. Offering non traditional learning for students in grades six through twelve.   

 
 
 

 

5. Crime Prevention & Domestic Violence 
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10-30 A Halloween warning for parents, and it has to do with the candy kids will be bringing home in their pumpkins.  

The Hennepin County Sheriff's Department says that just a few months ago they found drug-laced candy in a raid 
in the Twin Cities.  And with Halloween tomorrow, they want to make sure parents hear their warning. 

10-22 We've all heard the horror stories about flight delays and lost luggage.  Yet another concern now about what's 
said to be a growing number of cases where stuff is stolen from your luggage.   

10-19 Crime Prevention Officer Ken Plummer told me this afternoon that the Silver Lake Shopping Center has seen 
more that its fair share of fights, and that even as a kid he could remember that area being used as a 
battleground.  And it still is. With literally dozens taking part in an outdoor fight last night. 

10-16 For the third time in three different area counties, a man impersonates a police officer trying to pick up young girls.  
But how do you detect a real cop from a fake?  Goodhue County Sheriff Dean Albers says your gut instinct is 
usually right.  Make sure the squad car pulling you over has a full light strip and the correct markings. 

10-3 A new Center in Austin is getting a much needed financial boost.  It's called the Transition Center, a place where 
parents from two different households can go for supervised visits and custody exchanges with their kids.  
Police hope it'll be one answer to controlling what's often a tense situation. 

10-2 A warning for young drinkers in Rochester.  The date rape drug is making a comeback.  The Olmsted County 
Sheriff's Office says they've had three reports of women being slipped date rape drugs in local bars in recent 
weeks.  After experiencing symptoms like dizziness and complete loss of control, the women were taken home by 
friends before a sexual assault could occur. 

11-22 We have new information about the sex offender moving to Austin.  37 year-old Steven Spore is a level three sex 
offender.  He pleaded guilty to 6 counts of 1st and 2nd degree criminal sexual conduct in Waseca County in 1994.  
Spore will be living on the 14 hundred block of 8th Street North East in Austin, pending his release on December 
3rd.  About 40 people attended a public notification meeting in Austin last night. A representative from the 
Minnesota Department of Corrections says that Spore will be closely monitored 

11-15 Investigators say they've received several complaints of check fraud in the last two weeks.  Where someone from 
Canada or even the U-S MAILS a letter along with a check with your name on it.  The sender asks you to cash 
the check and to provide them with a bank account number.   

11-9 The Emergency Operations Center issued a civil emergency in southeast Minnesota around 3:15 this morning. 
Several dispatch center's systems were only working intermittently. So Fire personnel and a deputy were 
stationed in fire halls just in case an emergency came up.   Quest was able to fix the problem about five hours 
later 

12-26 With New Year's Eve right around the corner tougher laws on underage drinking are being put to use.  Authorities 
in Chaska have filed charges against a man and his stepson under a new ordinance that holds people criminally 
liable for letting minors drink in their homes.  The Mankato city council approved a similar ordinance in November 
and city officials in Winona and Prior Lake are studying such laws.  Olmsted county does not have a similar 
ordinance but at least one Sergeant thinks it would be a good idea. 

12-14 Police say the murderer is most likely a man, working by himself.  That he could move around the Northwest 
Rochester neighborhood without making anyone suspicious.  They say he probably has some criminal experience 
making him comfortable in a stranger's home.  Without a clear motive in this murder the person is probably 
impulsive, and has a history of crimes like burglary and window peeking.  More than likely the murderer also 
changed his appearance and schedule around the time of the crime. 

12-13 With an increase of gang-related shootings, assaults, and graffiti, several organizations are teaming up with the 
community for the first of several meetings tonight.  The featured speaker will be Steve Thompson, from the 
Southeast Minnesota narcotics and gang task force.  Two different neighborhood groups and school 
representatives will also be there.  Rene Lafflam with "R Neighbors" says there is an increasing pressure for 
students to get involved with gangs, and the meeting is designed to get the information out and into the 
community. 

12-12 Last week Hunt's Drug called police after someone tried to pass off a few fake bills and police say the problem is 
growing.  They're receiving about two complaints a day from local businesses.  Police say businesses can help 
stop the problem by taking a minute to check for a security strip,  feel for raised ink on the bills or make it pass the 
marker test. 

 
 

6. Elderly / Handicapped / Minority Groups / Racism 
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10-31 The Great Country Pumpkin party held every year at the Country Inn and Suites South is a Halloween celebration 
for children and adults with special needs.  This year, around three hundred people showed up dressed to 
impress. 

10-27 Senior citizens are more active today than ever, and to help improve their quality of life is a check for 15-thousand 
dollars.   Plainview, Elgin and Millville seniors got together today to decide how the money will best serve their 
interests. 

10-19 A hot shower, a warm meal and a place to sleep.  These are some of the luxuries that everyday people take for 
granted.  Tonight, many people are giving it all up to help raise money for the those who have to do it day in and 
day out. 

10-16 She is in Rochester to bring more diversity and create racial harmony in Rochester schools.  But some residents 
are greeting a newly hired consultant with the very same commentary she is working to change. 

10-15 Some senior residents had their first SEMCAC served meal today since the floods hit in August.  SEMCAC is a 
community service group that serves the people of Southeast Minnesota.  The group's community building in 
downtown Rushford was destroyed by flood waters so residents are now being served at the Good Shepherd 
Senior Apartments in town.  Resident's say they're just happy to be sharing meals together once again 

10-8 It happened more than ten months ago.  But for many legal and illegal workers in southern Minnesota the 
memories are still fresh from those raids at meat packing plants throughout the Midwest.   

10-5 Digging to help connect.  How some Mankato State Students are helping one Native American Community learn 
more about their past.  

10-2 The police department has sworn in 7 new officers. Chief Roger Peterson says they are making an effort to hire 
those who better reflect the community as 3 of the 7 new officers are not white and one is a woman.  Peterson 
also stresses the goal is to also hire the best officer for the job. 

11-26 More than one hundred people protested the war in Somalia marching through Bear Creek Park.  Recently, 
congress threatened to take away aid from Ethiopia if positive, democratic steps were not taken.   These 
protestors say not enough is being done to help their home country 

11-20 The Diversity Council of Rochester will be featured on NBC's The Today Show Wednesday morning. Attendance 
at their prejudice reduction workshops has increased from hundreds to thousands of students in the past ten 
years. They say the growth has come through years of hard work and they hope the exposure will lead to 
increased opportunities for the organization. 

11-8 At least 5 women are killed everyday as a result of domestic violence.  But for every victim there is a survivor. 
12-16 Nine first generation immigrants will be graduating from RCTC's nursing course on  Tuesday.  Some of them 

starting college almost as soon as they arrived in the U-S.  Thomas Browne was born in Liberia and moved here 
from Sierra Leon 2 years ago.  He says he moved to the U-S for a better life and college is all a part of the plan. 

12-6 Some seniors say businesses are more likely to hire younger people. They may do this because older people 
may have health problems or lack technology skills.  But one local temp agency is proving that they still have the 
skills to succeed. 

 
7. Environment 
 

10-30 With temperatures reaching up, folks across the area were reaching to take off their coats.  NewsCenter's Katie 
Brandt reports on how higher temps were lifting more that just hemlines this afternoon. 

10-23 For being the land of 10-thousand lakes, Olmsted and Wabasha counties don't have much to show for it.  So now 
one group is asking the state, again, to help take care of the one lake they do have. 

10-18 It's been a year of two halves, people begging for rain most of the summer, and now begging for it to stop.  An 
unusually wet fall is causing all sorts of problems and they may get worse before they get better. 

10-17 A group of residents living around the Interlachen Lake area met face to face with a group of city and county 
officials in an effort to try to get something done.  The residents say they've had problems for years with the water 
running in from Cascade Creek. It's bringing a lot of silt and farm runoff and in some places the lake is 14 feet less 
deep than it used to be. 

10-11 We're expecting a warmer than usual winter this year  And, it's because of cold ocean water.   
10-10 today, the state's pollution control agency revealed this list.  It's compiled every two years and on it are nearly 3-

hundred more polluted bodies of water.  under the federal clean water act, these waters do not meet water quality 
standards. That means the water is not acceptable for things like boating and swimming, and aquatic life. 

10-3 The rain just won't seem to stop and a heavy downpour on an already saturated ground is making life difficult for 
many living in Dodge and Goodhue counties.  Zumbro River reached high levels in Mantorville, where waters race 
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near the dam.  Many side roads looked like this in Berne, with water pretty much everywhere.  In Pine Island 
parks and baseball fields are underwater, and city officials say river levels were more than 8 feet higher than a 
typical day 

10-1 As fall colors cover trees, and soon the ground, Rochester Public Works is asking for residents' help in keeping 
our water clear.  If fallen leaves are raked into streets public works warns they'll be washed into storm sewers and 
carried into Rochester lakes and streams causing big problems for aquatic life 

11-30 They were told that the wind farms would reduce dependence on foreign oil and generate more money for 
schools.  So some local farmers allowed wind turbines to be built on their land. 

11-9 After what seems like years of work, construction on the Highway 52 project in Oronoco is almost done.  But as 
the ribbon-cutting quickly approaches, another fork is thrown into Oronoco’s path, or more accurately a tree. 

11-5 They've been cropping up in area fields.  the latest wind farm is set to start production in a little more than a 
month.  so we ask the question, are today’s high winds what the Wind farms need? 

12-15 We've heard the stories of how flood waters damaged homes and destroyed roadways.  But it also devastated 
Whitewater State Park. It took down trees and leveled banks of the river - making it impossible to camp, hike and 
now snowmobile. 

  
8. Youth 
 

10-27 It's being called controlled chaos. 800 volunteers packaging 100-thousand meals in just eight hours.  There was a 
system to today's madness at Bethel Lutheran Church.  The volunteers first added veggies, rice, and nutrients. 

 Then the baggies were weighed, sealed, and shipped out. 
10-22 For the people of Rushford it has been a long, trying two months since floods destroyed homes and changed 

lives.  Today, those residents got a bit of a break from rebuilding and cleaning up their town.  But city 
administrators don't want anyone to forget that there is still a lot of work to be done. 

10-21 The old park on Main Street had equipment that was more than 50 years old. So, community members raised 
about 120-thousand dollars to have it replaced.  Volunteers worked up to the last minute today, applying any 
finishing touches before the park's grand opening.  More than 400 volunteers worked on the project. 

10-18 A school board in Portland, Maine, okayed a policy of handing out contraceptives to kids as young as 11.  But, 
should a middle school be allowed to hand out contraceptives?  The school board said it was because of the high 
number of pregnancies in their school system.  Jan Lueth, with The Center Clinic in Dodge Center, talks with kids 
who are looking for contraceptives and parents who are looking for answers. 

10-17 On any given day in Olmsted County about 200 people are homeless, including families.  And for students living 
in those conditions, going to school takes on a whole new meaning. 

11-29 The Olmsted County History Center played host to the students so they could learn more about where they come 
from and what their backgrounds mean. It's part of a state wide effort to educate children about the variety of 
cultures that make up our community.   Organizers hope the children walk away with a broader view of the world. 

11-20 All year high school students at John Marshall have been working on their speech skills, but they never thought 
they would be using what they learned to defend the people who taught them.  They're calling it a battle of 
equality. 

11-13 We live in a day when bullying and school shootings are becoming more common.  In Rochester, to help prevent 
it from becoming a big problem in schools liaison officers patrol high school hallways. Now the sheriff's office is 
trying to get those officers in smaller Olmsted county schools as well. 

12-31 It all started as some fun among friends but now some Rochester teens are cashing in and going Hollywood. 
 Maybe not with all the glitz and glamour of the celebrities…. 
12-14 flood waters spread destruction throughout Rushford this summer, but now, some local elementary kids are 

spreading some good cheer.  Jennifer Hoff shows us how it’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas in Rushford.  
12-10 According to the latest federal report, the birth rate had been dropping since its peak in 1991.  But from 2005 to 

2006, the report indicates there were an extra 20-thousand births to teen mothers.  These numbers are refueling 
the debate about teenage sex education.  According to planned parenthood, more than a billion dollars in 
government funding has gone into abstinence-only sex education. 

12-9 these kids all bought gifts for their family members. it's part of the third annual 'shop with a cop' event. 
about 45 Rochester police officers teamed with kids from area schools.  each kid was given about a hundred 
dollars - which was donated by local businesses. 
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12-7 there are some new guys in town. They listen, pay attention and  when you are done with them you can put them 
away in a box. Sound like a good deal?  Okay so maybe they’re a bit on the quiet side, but they're providing some 
students with an educational opportunity they just can’t LE-GO of. 

 

9. Substance Abuse 
 

10-31 Investigators say the makings of a dangerous drug are back in Olmsted County.  After three anhydrous ammonia 
thefts in less than a month at the Greenway co-op in Chester, the Olmsted County Sheriff's office is investigating 
the possibility of a new meth lab in the area. 

10-23 It's a year where if you like to light up, your back has been against the wall.  Many arguing peoples rights to 
smoke are disappearing faster and faster. 

11-15 Deah Kinion is performing free acupuncture during the Great American Smoke out hoping to give people like Dan 
Kelley a chance to quit, for good.  Kelley has smoked up to two packs of cigarettes a day for the last 35 years. 

 and he says it's time to quit. 
11-14 Retro Bill travels across the country to talk to kids about safety and self-esteem.  He says his system captures the 

interest of students in all grade levels.  Retro Bill says it's a great way to improve the nation's youth through 
positive thinking. 

11-2 Anyone who's been behind the wheel knows what it's like to share the road with an 18 wheeler and what we're 
about to show you could make that a frightening thought.  A drug testing program designed to protect us by 
checking drivers has some big problems. 

 

10. Other 
Around Town:  a 3:25 locally produced segment that features upcoming community events.  

 
11-2, 11-3 & 11-4 Cornucopia Art Center- Robbie Broken 
11-9, 11-10 & 11-11 IHN Choir- Joanne Markee 
11-16, 11-17 & 11-18 Festival of Trees- Teresa Thompson 
11-23, 11-24 & 11-25 Rochester YMCA- Micki Schaffer 
11-30, 12-1 & 12-2 Rochester Public Library- Frank Braithwaite 
12-7, 12-8 & 12-9 Rochester Dance Company- Ellen Huston 
12-14, 12-15 & 12-16 Rochester Rotary- Mike Quinn 
12-21, 12-22 & 12-23 Rochester Kiwanis- Bob Nowicki 
12-28, 12-29 & 12-30 Youth Ministries Network- Mark McCutcheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Network Programming 
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In addition to our locally produced programming specifically designed to respond to the issues and problems 
of our viewing area, network programs often cover issues relating to our local problems and needs. 

 

• FOX News Sunday 
 FOX  Network 
 Sunday 10am 60 min 

 
 
Date:        10/7/07 
TOPIC:  Congressional Politics & HRC Campaign 
GUESTS: Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi, (D-CA) 

Patti Solis Doyle, Clinton Campaign Manager 
 
Date:  10/14/07 
TOPIC:  SCHIP veto & Party Politics in Congress 
GUESTS: Rep. Steny Hoyer, (D-MD), Majority Leader  

Rep. John Boehner, (R-OH), Minority Leader 
 
Date:  10/21/07 
TOPIC:  GOP presidential politics 
GUESTS: Sen. John McCain, (R-AZ)  

former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee, Republican Presidential candidate 
 
Date:  10/28/07 
TOPIC:  First lady Laura Bush discusses her Mideast tour; Louisiana election, 
GUESTS: First Lady Laura Bush 

Republican Gov.-elect Bobby Jindal. 
 
Date:  11/4/07 
TOPIC:  American Leaders 
GUESTS: George H.W. Bush 
 
Date:  11/11/07 
TOPIC:  Choosing the President. 
GUESTS: Gov. Bill Richardson, Sen. John McCain 
 
Date:  11/18/07 
TOPIC:  Choosing the President 
GUESTS: Gov. Mike Huckabee 
 
Date:  11/25/07 
TOPIC:  Choosing the President, Iraq 
GUESTS: Fmr. Sen. Fred Thompson (R-TN), Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI), Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) 
 
Date:  12/2/07 
TOPIC:  Presidential Strategy, American Leaders 
GUESTS: Fmr. White House Advisor, Karl Rove, Rep. Chris Van Hollen (D-MD),  

CEO of FedEx Fred Smith 
 
 
Date:  12/9/07 
TOPIC:  2008 
GUESTS: Gov. Mike Huckabee (R-AR) and Sen. John McCain (R-AZ) 
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Date:  12/16/07 
TOPIC:  Mitchell Report, Torture in interrogating terror suspects 
GUESTS: George Mitchell, Rep. Jane Harman (D-CA), Rep. Pete Hoekstra (R-MI) 
 
Date:  12/23/07 
TOPIC:  Iraq, Religion and Politics 
GUESTS: Gen. David Petraeus, Pastor Joel Osteen 
 
Date:  12/30/07 
TOPIC:  U.S. Presidential Elections 
GUESTS: Fmr. Sen. Fred Thompson, David Yepsen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Syndicated Programming 
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In addition to our locally produced need to respond to the issues and problems of our viewing area, 
syndicated programs often cover issues relating to our local problems and needs. 

    

  None this quarter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Short Form Programming 
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Network 

 
DATE  PROGRAM  TIME  ISCI  PSA DESCRIPTION               LENGTH 
 
10/01/07  K-VILLE             MON  9:48:30P CNMM 61151 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :15 
          “BOSS OF BAD GUYS” 
     
10/02/07           BONES   TUE 8:05:42P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
                 

       
10/03/07  KTCHN NGHTMR  WED 9:44:23P CNMM 61151 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :15 
          “BOSS OF BAD GUYS” 
 
10/04/07  FORGET LYRICS THU  9:18:38P CNMM 61151 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :15 
          “BOSS OF BAD GUYS” 
 
10/05/07  SMARTER THAN  FRI  8:53:59P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
10/06/07  COPS   SAT 8:22:36P CNGB 63301 TICK/AD COUNCIL/”GLOBAL WARMING” :30 
 
10/07/07  KING OF THE HILL SUN 7:09:59P CNGB 63301 TICK/AD COUNCIL/”GLOBAL WARMING” :30 
 
10/08/07  K-VILLE   MON 9:10:06P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
10/09/07  BONES   TUE 8:07:18P CNMM 61151 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :15 
          “BOSS OF BAD GUYS” 
       
10/10/07  KTCHN NGHTMR   WED 9:54:06P CNMM 74301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

“BOSS OF SLASHER” 
 
10/11/07  FORGET LYRICS THU 9:54:14P CNMM 71301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

”BOSS OF PRISON GANG”   
 

10/14/07  NFL NAT’L GM  SUN 4:05:25P XNPW 170210H NFL/U WAY/JASON WITTEN  :10 
 
10/14/07  KING OF HILL  SUN 7:08:30P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15  
 
10/17/07  KTCHN NGHMR    WED 9:53:39P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15  
 
10/19/07  AMER BANDS      FRI 8:15:47P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15  
 
10/22/07  K-VILLE   MON 9:49:13P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
10/23/07  BONES   TUE 8:59:09P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
10/26/07  AMER BANDS  FRI  8:14:24P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
10/28/07  FOX NEWS  SUN 9:20:05A 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15  
 
10/29/07  HOUSE   MON 8:59:14P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
10/30/07  HOUSE   TUE 9:58:53P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
10/31/07  KTCHN NGHTMR WED 9:55:15P FKFF 6121  KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :30 
 
11/01/07  SMARTER THAN  THU 8:53:34P 030GD18NAB11107    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :30 
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11/02/07  AMER BANDS  FRI 9:45:29P  030GD18NAB11107    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :30 
 
11/03/07  AMW   SAT 9:43:19P CNMM 71301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

”BOSS OF PRISON GANG” 
 
11/04/07  AMER DAD  SUN 9:39:25P FKFF 6121 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :30 
 
11/05/07  PRISON BREAK  MON 9:58:28P 030GD18NAB11107    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :30 
 
11/06/07  BONES   TUE 8:19:35P FKFF 6121 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :30 
 
11/07/07  KTCHN NGHTMR WED 9:54:29P CNMM 71301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

“BOSS OF PRISON GANG” 
 

11/08/07  SMARTER THAN    THU 8:13:07P CHALKBOARD30  AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 
 
11/09/07  FORGET LYRICS FRI 9:54:45P 030GD18NAB11107    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :30 
 
11/10/07  COPS   SAT 8:22:46P CNMM 71301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

”BOSS OF PRISON GANG” 
 
11/11/07  NFL REG’L GM   SUN 1:56:23P XNPW 370530H NFL/UWAY/JASON WITTEN  :30 
  
11/11/07  NFL REG’L GM  SUN 2:45:54P XNPI 356630 NFL/VETERAN’S DAY PSA  :30 
 
11/11/07  NFL REG’L GM  SUN 5:48:24P XNPW 370530H NFL/UWAY/JASON WITTEN  :30 
 
11/11/07  KING OF HILL  SUN 7:09:02P USOE 0730 USO LITTLE THINGS   :30 
 
11/13/07  HOUSE   TUE 9:44:20P OLPC 0000 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :30 
 
11/13/07  HOUSE   TUE 9:59:03P PSA05CCAHOU CHILDREN’S CRANIOFACIAL ASSOC :05 
 
11/15/07  SMARTER THAN  THU 8:11:36P OLPC 0000 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :30 
 
11/16/07  AMER BANDS  FRI 8:51:39P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
11/16/07  FORGET LYRICS FRI 9:54:56P CNMM 61151 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :15 
         “BOSS OF BAD GUYS” 
  
11/17/07  COPS   SAT 8:21:57P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
11/17/07  COPS   SAT 8:51:36P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
11/17/07  AMW   SAT 9:58:31P OLPC 0001 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :15 
 
11:18:07  KING OF HILL   SUN 7:08:37P CNMM 71301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

”BOSS OF PRISON GANG” 
 

11/18/07  KING OF HILL   SUN 7:39:16P 030GD18NAB11107    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :30 
 
11/18/07  SIMPSON’S  SUN 8:03:18P OLPC 0001 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :15 
 
11/22/07  FOX MOVIE  THU 9:49:34P OLPC 0000 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :30 
 
 
11/23/07  AMER BANDS  FRI  8:58:42P CNMM 61151 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :15 
         “BOSS OF BAD GUYS” 
 
11/23/07  FORGET LYRICS FRI 9:50:22P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
11/24/07  COPS   SAT 8:22:20P FKFF 6121 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :30 
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11/24/07  COPS   SAT 8:52:09P OLPC 0001 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :15 
 
11/24/07  AMW   SAT 9:45:49P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
11/25/07  NFL NAT’L GAME  SUN 2:39:15P XNPW 3709 NFL/U WAY/MIKE MCKENZIE  :30 
  
11/25/07  SIMPSON’S  SUN 7:42:31P OLPC 0001 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :15 
 
11/30/07  AMER BANDS  FRI 8:15:59P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
11/30/07  FORGET LYRICS FRI 9:22:04P CNMM 61151 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :15 
          “BOSS OF BAD GUYS” 
 
12/01/07  COPS   SAT 8:22:13P FKFF 6121 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :30 
   
12/02/07  NFL REG’L GM  SUN 1:15:15P XNPW 3709H NFL/UWAY/MIKE MCKENZIE  :30  
 
12/02/07  KING OF HILL  SUN 7:26:36P 030GD18NAB11107    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :30 
 
12/02/07  KING OF HILL  SUN 8:55:28P CNMM 71301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

”BOSS OF PRISON GANG”  
 
12/02/07  AMER DAD  SUN 9:58:58P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
12/04/07  BONES   TUE 8:31:54P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
12/06/07  SMARTER THAN  THU 8:11:54P 030GD18NAB11107    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :30 
 
12/07/07  FORGET LYRICS FRI 8:53:19P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
12/07/07   AMER BANDS  FRI 9:53:45P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
12/08/07  COPS   SAT 8:22:19P CNMM 71301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

”BOSS OF PRISON GANG”  
 

12/08/07  AMW   SAT 9:56:16P OLPC 0003 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :30 
 
12/09/07  AMER DAD  SUN 9:49:21P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
12/13/07  SMARTER THAN  THU 8:11:52P OLPC 0004 OLPC LAPTOP FOUNDATION PSA :15 
 
12/13/07  FORGET LYRICS  THU 9:55:25P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
12/15/07  COPS   SAT 8:21:45P CNMM 71301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

“BOSS OF PRISON GANG” 
 

12/15/07  AMW   SAT 9:54:4P OLPC 0003 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :30 
 
12/16/07  NFL REG’L GM  SUN 2:40:16P XNPW 3709H NFL/U WAY/MIKE MCKENZIE  :30 
 
12/16/07  NFL REG’L GM  SUN 5:58:04P XNPW 3709H NFL/U WAY/MIKE MCKENZIE  :30 
 
12/16/07  SIMPSONS  SUN 8:23:34P OLPC 0001 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :15 
 
12/20/07  SMARTER THAN  THU 8:51:21P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
12/20/07  FORGET LYRICS THU 9:46:42P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
12/21/07  FORGET LYRICS FRI 8:53:14P CNMM 61151 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :15 
          “BOSS OF BAD GUYS” 
 
12/21/07   AMER BANDS  FRI 9:52:25P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
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12/22/07  COPS   SAT 8:22:29P 030GD18NAB11107    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :30 
 
12/22/07  AMW   SAT 9:55:20P FKFF 6121 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :30 
 
12/24/07  FOX MOVIE  MON 8:16:47P OLPC 0003 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :30 
 
12/24/07  FOX MOVIE  MON 9:18:36P CHALKBOARD30  AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 
 
12/27/07  FOX MOVIE  THU 8:21:14P OLPC 0003 OLPC FOUNDATION PSA   :30 
 
12/27/07  FOX MOVIE  THU 8:37:33P CNMM 71301 AD COUNCIL/PARENTAL CONTROL :30 

”BOSS OF PRISON GANG”  
 
12/27/07  FOX MOVIE  THU 9:18:24P FKFF 6121 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :30 
 
12/28/07  FOX MOVIE   FRI 9:07:21P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
 
12/28/07  FOX MOVIE   FRI 9:50:08P 015GD18NAB11007    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :15 
 
12/29/07  COPS   SAT 8:21:54P 030GD18NAB11107    DIGITAL TV TRANSITION NAB CAMP :30 
 
12/30/07  NFL REG’L GM   SUN 2:50:59P XNPI 371130 NFL ANTI-STEROID PSA   :30 
 
12/30/07  NFL REG’L GM  SUN 3:15:56P XNPW 3709 NFL/U WAY/MIKE MCKENZIE  :30 
 
12/30/07  KING OF HILL   SUN 7:06:22P FZAA 0500 FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE 1:00  
 
12/30/07  AMER DAD  SUN 9:45:31P OLPC 0004 OLPC LAPTOP FOUNDATION PSA :15 
 
12/31/07  FOX MOVIE  MON 8:44:49P FZAA 0499 FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE 1:30 
 
12/31/07  FOX MOVIE  MON 9:45:22P FKFF 6122 KAISER FOUNDATION/”PATTERNS” :15 
    
 
 
*ONDCP STANDS FOR “OFFICE OF NATIONAL DRUG COUNCIL POLICY” 
**PDFA STANDS FOR “PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG-FREE AMERICA” 


